
RECREATION TOUCH

EXPERIENTIAL
WEDDING
PLANNING
BUILDING CONNECTION WITH YOUR GUESTS. 



WHAT WE DO?

A special interview and questionnaire to
understand you more.
Come out with the wedding concept &
elements based on the couple's love stories. 

Propose interactive wedding ideas to
help you connect with your guests.
In terms of guests check-in, after party
or game session.

Plan your wedding with a 5 sense
concept. For example, touch, smell,
hearing, sight, and taste sense.
Select appropriate vendors according to
the concept of five senses.

Propose interactive
wedding ideas

Plan your wedding
according to 5 senses

Customize your
wedding theme

By Recreation Touch



WEDDING CONCEPTRecreation Touch
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Spring blossoms, swallows return.
Swallow and lotus elements to
bring out: "Give back" theme.

"RT customize your wedding
 theme based on your love story"
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Peace & 
              Tranquility

The groom's personality is very stable and
has a sense of ritual, just like the lotus as
harmonious and stable. 

The lotus flower also blooms seasonally,
bringing a sense of ritual to the start of
summer. The groom's personality with a
sense of ritual can also be reflected by the
lotus in full bloom.

The moment they most want to return to is the
MCO period, because they just lived together.
They get up every day and do what they love. It's
a quiet, smooth and happy life. (Lotus also
represents peace and tranquility.)

Both of them have an unstained temperament.
It's like a lotus growing out of the mud. There is
no dirt on the body, which is a symbol of the
noble spirit. It means that they are both very
opinionated people and not easily influenced by
others.
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LOTUS
ELEMENTS

Recreation Touch



SWALLOW

The bride's character is very free, like to
run around, like a swallow flying freely.
But when the swallow returns from
autumn to spring, it does not forget its old
nest. Every time it returns, it has a
different change. 

Like the theme of this wedding --
"Give Back", this wedding is about
returning home to express gratitude
and cherish feelings. The swallow is
used to convey the deep love for the
hometown and relatives.
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Freedom & 
         Return Home

ELEMENTS

Recreation Touch
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ROUND SHAPE

Complete | Family reunion

ELEMENTS

The round shape represents the complementary personality of the

couple. They complement each other's strengths and weaknesses to

become better selves.

Also brought out the wedding theme of "giving back", coming

home to reunite and reunion.



FIVE SENSE

"We cover 5 senses in your
wedding."

– @recreation_touch

Language and sound are alive, from the moment
it is spoken, it infects every emotion of the
listener, and the emotion leads the guest into
your story. 

Visual effects with lighting, design, and decoration to present the
couple's exclusive wedding theme.
Your guests not only participate in your wedding but also get to
know the couple from the wedding.

T O  C R E A T E  Y O U R  
 E X P E R I E N T I A L  W E D D I N G
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Sight sense

Hearing sense



Touch sense
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Our touch, or tactile sense, is a
sense that most people are

reasonable. Let the guests feel the
texture through the touch, and

participate in the wedding to
enhance the experience.



Recreation Touch

The sense of smell is the special sense
through which smells are perceived.

Customize a special fragrance
according to your wedding concept,

can bring your guests a different
mood and experience. 
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Taste sense

Smell sense

Integrate the wedding theme and concept
into the design of dessert or wine. Let your

guests feel the sincerity of the couple
through taste sense.



Story journey concept planning with pre-recorded
story telling by  Emcee Wei Wei.
Video reference:
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/180
84210379087169/

Story Telling

"EVERY
WEDDING

NEEDS TO BE
HEARD."



TOUCHRECREATION

A beautiful wedding is not about how much you spend, it is about how
much you enjoy it. The more important thing is how much you can

connect with your guests, parents, relatives and your friends.

"Give your wedding a different meaning"


